Prepositional phrases as adjectives and adverbs

Underline the prepositional phrase and write whether it is being used as an adjective or an adverb.

**Adverb** 1. She swims after school.

2. Kate wants the cookie on the bottom shelf.

3. The monkey in the zoo was really funny.

4. My mom travels by train when she works.

5. My sister walks our dogs at the park.

6. The lady behind my dad is my aunt.

7. The car beside my house needs new tires.

8. The tall boy met the new student from Indiana.

9. He can’t believe he found his wallet under the seat.

10. John takes long walks by the sea.

Prepositional phrases can:
- act like an adjective and describe a noun
- act like an adverb and describe how, when, or where something takes place.
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Answers

___Adverb___ 1. She swims after school.

___Adjective___ 2. Kate wants the cookie on the bottom shelf.

___Adjective___ 3. The monkey in the zoo was really funny.

___Adverb___ 4. My mom travels by train when she works.

___Adverb___ 5. My sister walks our dogs at the park.

___Adjective___ 6. The lady behind my dad is my aunt.

___Adjective___ 7. The car beside my house needs new tires.

___Adjective___ 8. The tall boy met the new student from Indiana.

___Adverb___ 9. He can't believe he found his wallet under the seat.

___Adverb___ 10. John takes long walks by the sea.